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ABSTRACT
Xenotransplantation with porcine organs has been recognized as a promising solution to alleviate the shortage of 

organs for human transplantation. Porcine Endogenous Retrovirus (PERV), whose proviral DNAs are buried in the 

genome of all pig breeds, is a main microbiological risk for xenotransplantation. Over the last decades, some advances 

on PERVs’ study have been achieved. Here we reviewed the current progress of PERVs including the classification, 

molecular structure, regulation, function in immune system and potential risk in xenotransplantation. We also 

discussed the problem of insufficient research on PERVs as well as the questions need to be answered in the future 

work.
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INTRODUCTION
With the development of regenerative medicine, transplantation
has become the most effective solution for end stage organ
failure. While the main difficulty in transplantation is the
critical shortage of available donor organs. Xenotransplantation,
which uses animals as the organ source for human
transplantation, could potentially overcome the shortage of
human organs. Pigs, which are anatomically and physiologically
comparable to humans, are the most suitable donor animal for
xenotransplantation [1-3].

However, three significant barriers need to be overcome before
xenotransplantation becomes a clinical therapy. They are
immune rejection, physiological incompatibility, and cross-
species transmission of Porcine Endogenous Retroviruses
(PERVs) between the human recipient and the porcine
xenograft.

To date, with the development of genome engineering and
animal cloning technologies, it becomes possible to obtain
multigene genetically modified donor pigs to overcome the
immunological and physiological obstacles. And a recent study
showed a baboon lived with a cardiac xenograft from a three-

gene (GTKO/hCD46/hTBM) modified pig survived beyond 900
days.

When analyzing the microbiological safety in
xenotransplantation, PERVs pose the greatest threat. As an
endogenous retrovirus, PERVs are integrated into the porcine
genome and vertically transferred through inheritance, so PERVs
cannot be eliminated by traditional ways such as Designated or
Specified Pathogen-Free (DPF or SPF) breeding. In vitro
experiments showed that PERVs could infect different human
cells, and recombinant PERVs released by infected human cells
acquired resistance to complement mediated killing. Like other
retroviruses, PERVs can insert their cDNA into the host cell
genome, potentially leading to immunodeficiency or
tumorigenesis. Meanwhile, like most retrovirus, the
transmembrane envelope protein of PERVs has a highly
conserved immunosuppressive domain which can inhibit human
immune cell function. This indicates that a high titer of PERV
particles in the recipient who receives a solid vascularized
porcine organ transplant might lead to an immunodeficiency
disease. Meanwhile, there is no evidence from previous studies
that PERVs can infect human recipients in vivo. However, most
of these patients were not exposed to porcine grafts for a long
time, and no immune suppressants were used as well [4-7].
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subfamily, Gammaretrovirus genus. The transcript of PERVs 
has three Open Reading Frames (ORFs) which respectively 
encode structural proteins (Gag), Polymerases (Pol) and 
Glycoproteins (Env).

The Gag proteins consist of three major domains: The 
Matrix (MA), the Capsid (CA), and the Nucleocapsid (NC). 
The MA domain initially binds to the membranes and detaches 
from the host cell during budding.

The CA domain mediates the crystal lattice forming protein 
interactions in capsids. And the NC domain is responsible for 
the packaging of the viral RNA genome [11].

DISCUSSION
In PERVs, the pol gene encodes the Protease (PR), the Integrase 
(IN), and the Reverse Transcriptase (RT). The PR can be 
autoactivated to cleave gag and pol at specific sites to initiate 
PERV maturation. The RT is a key enzyme in viral propagation, 
generating complementary DNAs (cDNAs) from the PERV 
ssRNA templates. With the help of the IN, the PERV cDNAs 
can be integrated into the host genome, from which the new 
viral copies can be generated via host transcription. The Env 
protein plays a critical role in the entry of PERV particles into 
the host cells during viral replication cycle. Env protein is 
synthesized as a trimeric precursor in the endoplasmic 
reticulum, which is subsequently cleaved into a surface Sub Unit 
(SU) and a Transmembrane subunit (TM) by a cellular furin-like 
PR. The SU subunit contains a Receptor-Binding Domain 
(RBD) which binds to a specific receptor on the target cell. 
Through the hydrophobic domain, the TM subunit is buried in 
the lipid bilayer of the viral particle [12]. And the cytoplasmic 
tail of the TM subunit contains an R peptide, which will be 
cleaved during virion maturation to activate the fusion capacity. 
The CxxC motif is localized at the C-terminus of the SU and 
covalently links the CXnCC motif on the TM to form an inter-
subunit disulfide bond. The disulfide bond anchors the SU 
subunit to the surface of PERV particles (Figure 1).

Figure 1: The structure of PERV.

In the proviral form of PERVs, the coding sequences of Gag, 
Pol, and Env are flanked by a 5' and a 3' Long Terminal Repeats 
(LTRs). And each LTR contains a Unique 3 (U3), Repeat region 
(R), and Unique 5 (U5) Regions in 5' to 3' direction: U3-R-U5. 
The transcription of PERVs starts at the U3-R junction in the 5ʹ 
LTR, and  ends  at  the R-U5 junction in  the 3ʹ LTR. LTRs  play
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Over the last decades, much progress has been made. However, a 
series of questions, such as what are the physiological functions 
of PERVs, and whether PERVs infect humans in vivo, still need 
to be answered in order to implement pig-to-human 
xenotransplantation.

This review presented the current knowledges on PERVs as well 
as the potential impact of PERVs on immune system and 
xenotransplantation.

Classification of PERVs

Endogenous Retrovirus (ERVs) discovery occurred in the late 
1960’s and early 1970’s. The first reports on Avian Leucosis 
Virus (ALV), Murine Leukemia Virus (MLV), Murine Mammary 
Tumor Virus (MMTV) and PERVs were almost at the same 
time. Breese, et al. first described PERVs in 1970 as virus-like 
particles, same as those seen in the Baby Hamster Kidney 
(BHK-21) cell line infected with MLV. And according to the 
morphological properties, some investigators speculated that 
these viral particles belonged to the Type C Virus. In 1974, 
George, et al., further characterized the biochemical and 
immunological properties of the viral particles and 
demonstrated that it was a typical type C virus.

Two sets of human-tropic PERVs were first reported in 1997. By 
using the 3' Rapid Amplification of Cloned Ends (3'RACE), the 
Weiss team obtained two classes of sequences (PERV-A and 
PERV-B) from the PK15 and Human Embryonic Kidney 293 
cells (HEK-293) infected with PERVs. The distinct third class of 
PERV is PERV-C, isolated from a swine lymphoma infected only 
with pig cells. The PERV A and B are found to be polytrophic, 
and the PERV C is ecotropic only infecting pig cells. In 2001, in 
addition to the PERV-A, B, and C, classified together as 
gamma genera of retroviruses (gamma-1), Patience, et al., 
detected the DNAs of four novel groups of gamma-retrovirus 
(gamma-2 to gamma-5) and four novel groups of beta-retrovirus 
(beta-1 to beta-4) in the genomes of domestic pigs. And so far, 
only the gamma-1 PERVs remain replication-competent as an 
active provirus [8-10].

PERV-A, B and C subfamilies are mainly different in Env gene 
sequence which encodes envelop protein, while the other genes 
encoding internal proteins, including gag and pol, are highly 
conserved among the three subfamilies. The PERV-A and PERV-
C could form a hybrid virus named as PERV-A/C through a 
recombination of the Env gene. As one part of the Env gene is 
originated from PERV-A, the recombinant PERV-A/C virus can 
infect human cells. And associated with alterations in the LTR 
sequences, the recombinant virus exhibits an increased 
replication capacity. Fortunately, by using PERV-C free pigs, the 
risk of PERV-A and PERV-C recombination in 
xenotransplantation can be eliminated.

Molecular structure of PERVs

PERVs are enveloped-linear ssRNA retroviruses containing two 
copies of the genomic RNA. Infectious PERVs (PERV-A, B, and 
C) belong to the Retroviridae family, Orthoretrovirinae
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H3K9me3, have shed light on their involvement in ERVs 
silencing.

Likewise, PERVs are marked by the H3K9me3 and H4K20me3, 
and these marks were not restricted in porcine embryonic germ 
cells (pEGCs), but also apparent in PK15 cells. Interestingly, the 
younger and more active PERV subfamilies are generally marked 
by higher histone methylation levels than the ancient inactivated 
PERV subtypes [16].

The role of PERVs in immune system

Multiple immune stimuli have been shown to induce ERV 
expression. In mice, Lipo Poly Saccharides (LPS), Lipo Proteins 
(LP) and 5-Bromo-2’-Deoxyuridine (BrdU) were able to induce 
ERV expression. ERV assessment in gut tissues from different 
conditions revealed that expression of certain ERVs depended 
on the presence of the gut microbiota. Recently, it was shown 
that the host immune system could use the ERVs to 
communicate with the exogenous microbiota that modulated 
tissue repair or inflammation. At the same time, an increased 
expression of PERVs was found in mitogen-stimulated porcine 
lymphocytes, indicating that immune stimulation may also 
activate PERV expression in vivo [17].

Most exogenous retroviruses have been described to suppress the 
host's immune system. By analyzing the mechanism of 
immunosuppression by retroviruses, it was shown that the Env 
protein has a highly conserved so-called Immuno Suppressive 
Domain (ISD) in the transmembrane unit that is responsible for 
the immunosuppressive activity. Exposure of Peripheral Blood 
Mononuclear Cells (PBMCs) to ISD derived peptides increased 
the expression of different cytokines meanwhile inhibited 
mitogen-driven cell proliferation. PERVs remain the intact Env 
proteins and the ISD related domain as a molecular relic of the 
ancient retroviruses. It was shown that purified inactivated-
PERV virus and the ISD related peptide inhibited proliferation 
of human PBMCs and induced IL-10 production in PBMCs.

The impact of ERVs on the immune response is very 
complicated. On the one hand, the conserved ISD domain in 
the Env protein inhibits the host innate immune system. On the 
other hand, ERVs' replication intermediates can stimulate the 
innate sensors and trigger the Interferons (IFNs) response.

In the innate immune system, the Pattern Recognition 
Receptors (PRRs) are key components that can directly recognize 
Pathogen Associated Molecular Patterns (PAMPs) and trigger the 
innate immune defence line. There are two main families 
responsible for recognizing the nucleic acids of ERVs. One is 
Toll Like Receptor (TLR) family which monitors the contents of 
endolysosomal compartments. The other is cytosolic PRRs 
recognizing nucleic acids in the cytoplasm. The PRRs include 
the RIG-I-Like Receptors (RLRs) and analogous DNA sensing 
receptors such as cGAMP Synthase (cGAS), etc. Once ERVs 
are activated by stimuli like 5-Azacytidine (AZA), which 
promotes ERVs expression, PRRs are triggered following signal 
cascades and lead to type I IFN production. In the same 
way, the activation of ERVs could stimulate anti-tumor 
immunity by promoting the viral recognition and 
interferon response  pathway. However,   the   association 
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an essential role in the replication cycle of PERVs. Moreover, 
LTRs possess promoters, enhancers and multiple transcription 
factor binding sites, which drives the transcription of PERVs 
within the host genome.

Regulation of PERVs

Although in most normal healthy cells of pigs, the release of 
PERV particles (PERV-A, B, C) was not observed, PERVs were 
expressed in all tissues, with the highest expression in the lung, 
followed by the ovary, blood, liver and placenta. And a higher 
expression of PERV mRNA was found in melanomas than that 
in normal skin. It is of great interest that the integrated PERV 
proviral copy number differs among several organs of the same 
pig. As PERVs are transmitted vertically, like normal cellular 
genes, the number should be exactly the same in all organs of 
the same animal. These indicate that the expression and 
replication of PERVs are highly regulated both temporally and 
spatially during pig development [13].

LTRs play a vital role in the regulation of the PERVs within the 
host genome. In the LTR U3 region, there are directly repeated 
nucleotide sequences. A majority of these repeat boxes exist as 
one of the two types, which are distinguished by a 39 bp (PERV-
A and B) or 37 bp (PERV-C) of the repeated nucleotides. And 
the multiplications of these repeat boxes also correlate with 
relatively late viral infection event, higher viral production, and 
higher infectious viral titer. After PERVs integrate into the host 
genome, these repeat boxes may increase the transcription of 
viral genes and flanked cellular genes. In response to the 
deleterious effects of the replicating PERVs, the number of these 
repeat boxes is restricted by natural instability and the 
constraints imposed by virion packaging limits [14].

Heritable changes in PERV expression without changing the 
DNA sequence can occur through altering DNA methylation or 
histone modification. In mice, the Endogenous Retroviruses 
(ERVs) cause an estimated 10% of germline mutations in 
current inbred laboratory strains. Transcription of ERVs is 
generally repressed by epigenetic marks such as DNA 
methylation and histone modification. Likewise, treatment of 
cells with 5‑azacytidine, which promotes the demethylation of 
genomic DNA, results in PERV induction. It indicates the 
transcription of PERVs is sensitive to DNA methylation, and 
most PERV proviruses in pig genomes are currently silenced by 
DNA methylation on PERV 5' LTRs CpG Island. And the 
PK-15 cell line, which has a very low DNA methylation level, 
keeps a high PERV transcriptional profile. And viral production 
also can exemplify the relation between the DNA methylation 
and the PERV mRNA transcription. Transcriptional silencing 
can also be achieved via establishment of a heterochromatic 
structure, which maintains an inactive form of chromatin [15]. 
The highly condensed conformation prevents the access of 
transcriptional machinery and eventually suppresses 
transcriptional expression. Heterochromatin formation is 
associated with several histone marks in the genome, such as 
trimethylation of H3K9 (H3K9me3) and H4K20 (H4K20me3). 
Primarily the H3K9me3 has been found to be involved in 
inactivating viral chromatin of ERVs. Meanwhile, knock-out 
experiments of methyltransferase, which generates the
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the PERVs released by the cells were impaired non-infectious 
viral particles. However, due to the intact sequence of PERV Env 
and Gag genes, the RT-inactivated PERVs still carry normal viral 
proteins such as Env protein which is required for viral 
adherence and uptake. It raises new questions that whether the 
intact Env or Gag protein would upregulate the expression of 
HERVs and trigger a negative influence on the recipients [20].

CONCLUSION
Since the risk of PERV infection is only amplified in 
xenotransplantation, the studies of PERVs have been proceeding 
slowly in the past decades. With the advent of the CRISPR 
technology, genetic modification can overcome immune 
rejection, physiological disorders and other obstacles in 
xenotransplantation. Meanwhile, understanding the role of 
PERVs in the porcine immune system will be helpful in 
revealing the pathogenesis of porcine diseases and alerting the 
risk in xenotransplantation. The mechanisms of how PERVs are 
regulated by the host and how they interact with HERVs in 
xenotransplantation require more attention and further 
exploration. Moreover, the deficiency in PERV studies will 
become a barrier to hinder the progress of xenotransplantation, 
and thus more efforts need to be taken on this pivotal subject.
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